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ABSTRACT

Parallel Coordinates are a powerful method for visualizing multi-
dimensional data, however, with large data sets they can become
cluttered and difficult to read. On the other hand, a Star Glyph can
be used to display either the attributes of a data item or the values
across all items for a single attribute. Star Glyphs may readily pro-
vide a quick impression; however, since the full data set will require
multiple glyphs overall readings are more difficult. We present an
interactive integration of the visual representations of Parallel Coor-
dinates and Star Glyphs that utilizes the advantages of both repre-
sentations to offset the disadvantages they have separately. We dis-
cuss the role of uniform and stepped color scales in the visual com-
parison of non-adjacent items and Star Glyphs. Our visualization
provides capabilities for focus-in-context exploration of the data us-
ing two types of lenses, and interactions specific to the 3D space.

CR Categories: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—Interaction Techniques; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Graphical User Interfaces, In-
teraction Styles.

Keywords: Parallel coordinates, star glyphs, multi-dimensional
data sets, 3D visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Parallel Coordinates are a powerful visual representation of multi-
dimensional data due to their capacity to display the entire dataset
while supporting interactions that lead to identification of rela-
tionships among items and among dimensions [6, 5]. Several re-
searchers have been working on methods for improving aspects
of their capability to support visual analysis of multi-dimensional
data. The main motivation for developing this visual representation
is to address the problem of overlapping polylines. This artifact
frequently occurs in Parallel Coordinates when even a very small
number of data items is shown. In this case it is hard to read the vi-
sualization to determine the values of dimension for a specific data
item. In addition, due to the nature of Parallel Coordinates the or-
der in which data items are plotted is lost. In cases where this order
is meaningful we lose the capability to compare the development
of data values along one dimension or to compare it with another
dimension. In contrast, evaluating trends in the order of data values
for one dimension is not an issue in the Star Glyph visualization.
Unfortunately, due to Star Glyphs being spatially separate visual-
izations they exhibit other disadvantages such as difficulties with
direct comparisons between two glyphs.

In our paper we introduce Parallel Glyphs to overcome these
problems. The new visualization technique extends 2D Parallel Co-
ordinates into the third dimension and naturally connects them with
Star Glyphs. We show that, in fact, Parallel Coordinates and Star
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Glyphs are orthogonal to each other and that they belong to a con-
tinuum of visualization techniques. We enrich this new technique
by applying color scales to the 3D Parallel Glyphs to support com-
parison and selection task in 3D. In addition, we demonstrate that
the new interaction methods that are possible in 3D such as a ring
ruler can lead to entirely new insights into the data and also support
comparison of data values.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we review previous work that is related to our own tech-
nique. In the following section we introduce our concept of Parallel
Glyphs and discuss the use of color scales with the new visualiza-
tion. Section 4 addresses new interaction techniques that are possi-
ble with Parallel Glyphs. Then, we present a short case study that
illustrates the application of our technique to a specific data set. Fi-
nally, we give a conclusion and suggest some directions for future
work.

2 RELATED WORK

Parallel Coordinates [6, 5] and Star Glyphs [13, 17, 14] are both
well recognized multi-dimensional visualizations. In fact, there con-
tinues to be considerable research extending them and improving
the set of interactions possible with them [17, 11, 18, 3, 24, 12].

Interactions advancements for Parallel Coordinates include
brushing and multi-dimensional reordering to better support the in-
teractive exploration of multi-dimensional data [17, 11, 18, 2, 12].
Brushing can be used to interactively select a range of values from
a given dimension. This selected range is useful for filtering [24]
and discovering answers for particular queries[1]. In addition, fo-
cus + context view can be provided by expanding or contracting the
spaces between dimensions [24]. This can be important when the
number of dimensions in the data set leads to a particularly dense
display [26].

Trends of data in Parallel Coordinates can also be revealed by
angular brushing [4], which requires interactively specifying a sub-
set of slopes and marking the corresponding data points as part of
the current focus. The subset resulting from this brushing can be
used for filtering the initial set. Thus, the user can choose not to
display the items or dimensions that are relatively unimportant for
a particular task [24].

Common interactive technique for reducing clutter and reveal-
ing data relationships in Parallel Coordinates is the manual or auto-
matic reordering of the dimensions [17, 12]. While manual reorder-
ing may be more tedious than automatic reordering, it is often pre-
ferred because it allows the user to establish a superior reordering
[24]. Users can take specific aspects of the data into consideration
that might be overlooked by an algorithm that reorders based on
similarity measures. Dimension reordering has also been applied to
the Star Glyphs since each spike in a glyph represents a dimension
and adjacent spikes can be easier to compare [24].

Another problem with the Parallel Coordinates technique arises
when it is used to visualize highly-dimensional data. This typically
results in visual clutter since plotted lines overlap extensively, mak-
ing the visualization difficult to read. One approach to the miti-
gation of this problem is to use hierarchical clustering, which re-
peatedly groups dimensions based on similarity measures. Thus,
this representation provides a multi-resolution view of the data that
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reveals trends at different degrees of summarization. The same
idea of cluster-based hierarchy can be applied for both dimensions
[8, 24, 25] and data items [3, 11]. Another technique, polyline av-
eraging, which represents a range of polylines with an averaged
polyline, can be used for dynamically summarizing a set of poly-
lines [15]. It reduces the clutter arising from overlapping polylines
and is an alternative to more computationally demanding methods
such hierarchical clustering.

For hierarchically clustered representations XMDVTOOL [17,
11] implements n-dimensional brushing for interaction at a chosen
level in the hierarchy. Angular brushing can also be done automati-
cally or in relation to the hierarchy, if one is established [4].

Focus + context methods are general techniques develop to ad-
dress problems visibility of details and have been applied to Parallel
Coordinates [24]. Multi-focus distortion operations allow the user
to enlarge or shrink several regions in the same presentation [25].
The space between dimensions can be increased or decreased with
a simple click. If with high-dimensional data the space between di-
mensions is too tight to allow an accurate click, a structure-based
distortion can be used INTERRING [26]. In an automatic applica-
tion of distortion, the spacing parameter is the distance (for Parallel
Coordinates) or angle (for Star Glyphs)[24]. Although the spacing
between dimensions in Parallel Coordinates and Star Glyphs is typi-
cally uniform, non-uniform variations therein can convey additional
information about the dimensions [24].

In addition, various types of interactions possible with Parallel
Coordinates, Star Glyphs, ScatterPlotts, and Dimensional Stacking
have been compared by several authors with respect to each of these
four visualization techniques [17, 11, 18, 3, 24, 12].

Several systems use Parallel Coordinates in juxtaposition with
other visual representations. For example, Wong et al. [22] devel-
oped a 2D visualization system that contains Parallel Coordinates
and Scatterplots, each presented in their own regions of the win-
dow. These separate representation and then algorithmically linked
through interactions in one representation causing a visual response
in the other. The combination of the two techniques does improve
their capability to support data exploration.

Tominski et al. [16] as part of their future work discussion sug-
gest organizing Star Glyphs on time based axis. This would provide
a linked 3D layout for Star Glyphs with one glyph per data item.
This future work suggestion relates strongly our Parallel Glyphs
but no link between Parallel Coordinates and Star Glyphs is sug-
gested. Wernert et al. [20] make an exploration of alternate multi-
dimensional data layouts but these representations are not linked
either visually, structurally, or interactively.

3 PARALLEL GLYPHS: INTEGRATING PARALLEL COORDI-
NATES WITH GLYPHS

Our technique Parallel Glyphs integrates Parallel Coordinates with
Star Glyphs. Parallel Coordinates is a 2D visual representation for
multi-dimensional data (see Figure 2(a)). It uses a set of vertical
axes arranged left to right for plotting the values of data items where
each axis corresponds to one of the dimensions. For each data item,
a polyline connects the points on each dimension axis that corre-
spond to the item’s value for that dimension.

Star Glyphs are also a 2D visual representation for multi-
dimensional data (see Figure 1). Each glyph represents either a
data item or a data dimension. Spikes, frequently bounded by a
polygon, emanate radially from a central point. If each glyph repre-
sents a data item these spikes vary in length according to the values
this item has in each dimension. If on the other hand one glyph rep-
resents one dimension, the spikes vary in length according to the
values each item has for this dimension.

Figure 1: Examples for Star Glyphs.

3.1 Adding the Third Dimension

One significant motivation for developing Parallel Glyphs is to ad-
dress the problem of overlapping polylines. This artifact frequently
occurs in Parallel Coordinates even when only a small number of
data items are shown. For example, Figure 2(a) shows a dataset
that contains only few data items. In Figure 2(a) it would appear
that there are four data items. One can notice that for the first two
dimensions one polyline, (A), is partially covered by one of the
other polylines. From this view, it is not possible to tell which path
polyline A follows for dimensions x1 and x2. However, by opening
the Parallel Coordinates into 3D (Figure 2(a)) we are able to tell that
not only polyline A follows the path of polyline B but that there is
in fact also another polyline (C) following a different path that was
totally covered by the other polylines.

The 2D visualization of Parallel Coordinates can be ambiguous,
and this can affect even simple tasks such as revealing trends. As
this test dataset illustrates, the problem of ambiguity created by
overlapped polylines is likely to appear in real data, especially when
the number of data items increases.

A

B

(a) Regular Parallel Coordinates.

C
A

B

(b) Parallel Coordinates unfolded in 3D.

Figure 2: Advantage of unfolding Parallel Coordinates into 3D.

3.2 Construction of Parallel Coordinates in 3D

The Parallel Glyphs integrates Parallel Coordinates with Star
Glyphs by extending Parallel Coordinates into 3D space and unfold-
ing them around a pivot axis (see Figure 3). In Parallel Coordinates
data items are plotted as polylines over a set of dimension axes.
In order to be able to unfold the visualization into 3D we assign
each polyline representing a data item its own set of dimension axes
and utilize the baseline that connects the bottom of the dimension
axes as our pivot axis. Thus, while our 2D view of Parallel Glyphs
matches the original Parallel Coordinate view, without any further



transformations we can now successively apply rotations around the
pivot axis. This results in a visualization in which the data items
can be interactively unfolded into three dimensions. We can stop
or pause this opening at any chosen angle to change the degree of
unfolding, ranging from the original 2D view to a complete 360
degree rotation.

In the new visualization, Star Glyphs emerge during the unfold-
ing process. By connecting the outer end points of all line segments
for a dimension, or spikes in glyph terminology, the glyphs appear
linked along the pivot axis (see Figure 4). Thus, our 3D visualiza-
tion naturally integrates both types of visualizations for multidimen-
sional data sets: Parallel Coordinates and Star Glyphs. Both can be
shown connected to each other and can be explored interactively.

When building the 3D visualization we considered both ortho-
graphic and perspective projection. The perspective projection is
typically used in applications that convey the sense of depth in a
more realistic way. However, the problem we encountered using
this approach was that the length of the glyphs’ spikes was altered,
closer segments being shown longer than the farther ones. This situ-
ation is unacceptable for the main task that the Star Glyph represen-
tation is used for—comparing the length of these spikes. Therefore,
we decided to only use orthographic projection in our visual repre-
sentation so that the lengths of segments are preserved.

Traditionally, Parallel Coordinates have one axis for each dimen-
sion of the data set. Consequently, the Star Glyphs emerging in our
visualization have one glyph per dimension, each spike correspond-
ing to one data item. This way of mapping the data to Star Glyphs
is less common in that for most of the related literature glyphs repre-
sent a data item with the dimensions displayed as the spikes. In fact,
our visualization can generate this representation as well as shown
in Figure 5.

This, consequently, results in a modified Parallel Coordinates
representation that shows dimensions as polylines and objects as
axes (see Figure 6). Implementing this is straightforward by switch-
ing the way to read the data from the data table: changing from
columns over rows to rows over columns or vice versa. This, how-
ever, raises a series of questions. In many situations there are more
items than dimensions which would lead to an increased number of
glyphs aligned along the pivot line (as seen in Figure 5). This will,
consequently, result in a reduced space between them, raising the
question of the maximum size that is reasonable for a dataset. One
the other hand, through the new interaction possibilities in 3D the
new visualization allow to increase the number of supported glyphs
and enhances flexibility compared to the standard technique. For
example, the pivot line that connects the glyphs is just an abstract
element and not a preferred dimension or a time axis. Therefore,
even if the order of glyphs is initially the same as the order of items
in the data table, this can be modified to better support each task.

A disadvantage of a traditional 2D Star Glyph representation is
that the loss of context can lead to difficulties when conducting
comparisons across glyphs. Parallel Glyphs can address these is-
sues by interactions with the glyphs on the pivot axis. The pivot
axis naturally aligns the glyphs (see Figure 4), however, rotating the
pivot axis can provide either an end view for direct comparison—
remember that the orthographic projection makes this comparison
valid for this view (see Figure 7(a))—or it can be rotated so that the
data item of interest is displayed topmost (see Figure 7(b)). Also,
maintaining the polyline connections provided by the Parallel Co-
ordinates can help draw comparison (see Figure 8). Additional 3D
interactions are described in Section 4.

3.3 Interacting with Colour for Readability

In Parallel Coordinate visualizations the polylines representing
the data items are typically drawn with a uniform color or with
proximity-based shades that convey information about the hierar-
chical structure of the data [3]. On the other hand, for some Glyphs

Figure 3: Several steps of unfolding the 2D Parallel Coordinates into
the 3D Parallel Glyphs visualization.

color is an important attribute that is used to represent data [7, 23] in



Figure 4: Star Glyphs emerging in the new visualization.

Figure 5: Star Glyphs, each glyph representing one object as opposed
to one dimension as shown, e. g., in Figure 4.

Figure 6: Parallel Coordinate representation resulting from Figure 5.

(a) Side view. (b) Front view.

Figure 7: Star Glyphs aligned to coordinate axes to allow comparison
of data items.

addition to the size, position, orientation. However, for Star Glyphs
the most common way of mapping data attributes is not through
the color but through the spikes’ lengths, which represent the val-
ues of the corresponding data item. Thus, a glyph’s shape is the
main visual cue. Unfortunately, comparing spikes becomes increas-
ingly difficult with growing distance between them, especially if
one wants to compare spikes across more than one glyph. In ad-
dition when viewing Star Glyphs in 3D, varying rotations can cre-

Figure 8: Setting glyphs into relation to each other by arranging
them on the pivot axis and by connecting them with polylines.

ate difficulties when comparing lengths. However, even in 2D the
glyphs’ spikes are drawn radially, assigning them a different angle
may cause the same difficulties in spike length comparisons. Or-
thographic projection does make these comparisons valid for views
that are orthogonal to any two of the x-, y, and z-dimensions.

We address this problem by adding circular textures to the glyphs
as additional visual cue. We create these textures by adjusting uni-
form color scales [9] (see Figure 9) to offer the best readability for
glyphs, according to the following three criteria:

• provide a means for comparing pixels situated at a distance,
• follow some natural ordering of colors, and
• be readable by color-blind people.

While uniform color scales are discussed extensively in literature
[9], these scales are typically based on algorithms that attempt to
maximize the number of just noticeable differences (JND) between
neighboring pixels. This conflicts with the first criterion above. In-
stead of JND, we are interested in recognizable differences across
a distance.

Figure 9: Uniform heated color scale applied to the glyphs using
texture mapping.

The approach we take extends the notion of a uniform color scale.
We use a set of stepped scales with 16, 10 and 8 steps based on the



Figure 10: Stepped heated color scales applied to the glyphs to increase comparability between glyphs using 8, 10, and 16 steps, respectively.

numerical values provided by [10] (see Figure 10). Each sector of a
stepped color scale has a single color that is obtained by averaging
the amount of red, green, and blue of corresponding pixels from the
uniform color scale. This approach allows the color scale to meet
the second criterion above (the natural sense of order induced by
a uniform scale) while adding the ability to easily notice ranges of
values (first criterion).

According to [9] the heated and magenta scales are recom-
mended because the human eye can better notice variations in lu-
minance along the yellow-orange axis and variations in hue along
the magenta axis. Knowing that users have different preferences
when choosing the color scale we provide several other options as
well. We also considered color scales based on opposite colors axis,
as recommended in [19] but we chose not to use them for two im-
portant reasons. First, the variation on the red-green channel would
be difficult for color-blind people (contradicting the third criterion
above). Second, the variations on the blue-yellow channel are hard
to distinguish on very thin sectors [19] as is likely to happen in
glyphs with many spikes.

We complement the support offered by a uniform color scale
with a ring, centered about the pivot point for a glyph, that can
be interactively sized (see Figure 11). When the user clicks a point
inside a glyph, this ring is drawn on each glyph as a reference for
comparison. The rings have a radius equal to the distance between
the reference point and the center of its corresponding glyph. These
rings act like a ruler and were created to assist in fine comparisons.

The color scales can also be applied to the polylines, having one
main dimension selected as a criterion for choosing the color (see
Figure 12). This is especially useful when using the 2D Parallel Co-
ordinates visualization to observe, for example, data trends. How-
ever, when using a stepped color scale based on a uniform one, the
steps may not be sufficiently distinguishable for other tasks such as
selection.

To mitigate this problem we provide a set of stepped color scales
based on a stepped rainbow scale (see Figure 13) that has a distinct
color for each step . With this color scale it is easy to identify and
select polylines having the values corresponding to the main dimen-
sion in the same range. This is valid even if the polylines are not
adjacent or if the glyphs are folded up or only slightly rotated. Of
course, the rainbow scale will not meet the second criterion above
(natural order of colors) and so a legend for the color scale as an aid
to the visualization reader would be recommended.

4 INTERACTION

Data exploration using Parallel Glyphs is enhanced by several in-
teractions, some of which specific to either the 2D or the 3D vi-
sualization. We extend the common techniques possible with 2D
Parallel Coordinates such as brushing the polylines and dimensions,
filtering tuples or dimensions, and reordering dimensions with new
interactions that originate from the 3D nature of our visualization.
It is now possible to unfold the Parallel Glyphs using various an-

Figure 11: Using rings as rulers to compare values between glyphs.
In this example it is now possible to tell that the big top spike on
the middle glyph is slightly shorter than the corresponding spike on
the glyph to its left and that it represents the second biggest value
for this dimension.

Figure 12: Brush-selecting a range of polylines with the help of a
stepped color scale applied to the lines based on a selected dimension.
The colors have been assigned according to the middle dimension.
Note that even with stepping applied to the color scale it is hard to
make out differences.



Figure 13: Using a stepped rainbow scale helps to increase the con-
trast between adjacent color ranges to better support brushing. In
addition, trends are more visible for the entire dataset compared to
Figure 12.

gles as described in Section 3.2 and apply 3D manipulations to the
resulting visualization. For example, we are able to rotate the visu-
alization in all three directions around the pivot axis. A particularly
interesting situation is when the glyphs are unfolded and the entire
model is rotated such that the glyphs directly overlap each other.
The transparency supports direct comparison of all glyphs (see Fig-
ure 7(a)). In addition to these interactions we implemented several
new techniques described in the following sections.

4.1 Tuple Rearrangement

Having transformed Parallel Coordinates to three dimensions, the
order in which tuples are arranged now also has a meaning in addi-
tion to the order of dimensions. Thus, we provide the possibility to
interactively change this order. The user has the capability to select
one (through clicking) or several (through brushing) polylines and
then to rotate them around the pivot axis to a different position in the
sequence. This allows one to adapt the sequence of polylines in the
data set to directly compare polylines that were previously far apart.
Thus, the user can avoid one of the main issues of a Star Glyphs
visualization, the difficult comparison of non-adjacent spikes. Al-
though in Parallel Coordinates the values of different data items
corresponding to the same dimension are plotted along the same
axis, their comparison is not necessarily easy because they might
be overlapped by other polylines. Parallel Glyphs makes the best of
both worlds, supporting the interactive adjustment of overlapping
polylines and the possibility of placing items adjacently for a given
task.

Beside facilitating the comparison of data items, the polyline re-
ordering can lead to identification of patterns or trends in the data
set, as dimension reordering has been already shown to be useful
for this type of task. Our technique provides interactive item re-
ordering as the user might have knowledge about the data set that
would elude an algorithm. However, an automatic operation, equiv-
alent to the automatic dimension reordering would be interesting to
develop.

The fact that the angle between to consecutive spikes of the
glyphs is no longer constant provides a flexibility that opens up
new paths for data exploration. In Parallel Coordinates, in order
to analyze a subset of the data independently from the rest of the
set, the items not important for the task are either made invisible
or faded out. In our technique, the items involved in a task can be
maintained in the top side of the screen while the remaining subset

can be rotated to the bottom. Thus, the entire set is visible and avail-
able for selection at any moment, giving the user full overview of
the data and making it easy to switch between items from one cate-
gory of interest to another. Both the top and bottom subsets of the
data items benefit independently from different angles of unfolding,
while the entire model can be rotated in 3D, in order to find the best
view (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Rearrangement of selected data items in 3D for compari-
son without loosing context information.

4.2 Lens Techniques

Depending on the data set, the visual density of the representation
can make it extremely difficult to perform visual selection of poly-
lines that satisfy a given criterion or to identify overlapped data
items. We address this problem by integrating focus + context capa-
bilities using two types of lenses.

The first one, EDGELENS [21] facilitates the exploration of the
data set in Parallel Coordinates by adjusting the segments that fall
into its area of influence into Beziér curves (see Figure 15(a)).
These curves are shuffled at gradually decreasing distances from
the center of the lens, thus expanding the space available between
polylines and providing more insight into the dataset. The center
of the lens can be easily moved until the desired presentation is
obtained. The sought for polylines can then be brush selected.

For situations where the desired data items have a particular
value or range of values for a specific dimension, a second type
of lens may be used. For ease of selection purposes the EPSLENS
produces a non-linear expansion of the axis being in its immediate
vicinity (see Figure 15(b)). Thus, the points plotted along this axis
are separated by increased distances, allowing the identification and
selection of polylines required by a particular visual task.

(a) Edge lens. (b) EPS lens.

Figure 15: Lens interaction with Parallel Coordinates.



5 CASE STUDY

As a concrete example, we applied Parallel Glyphs to a set of 100
generations of plants (bushes) generated by a genetic algorithm,
each having five attributes: number of flowers, width, depth, height,
and fitness factor. These were the five dimensions used by the vi-
sual representation, each generation being represented by one poly-
line. We looked at how the integration of Parallel Coordinates and
Star Glyphs along with the available color scales support the user
in solving a series of tasks.

The first task involved the comparison of the variation of flowers
and fitnesses along the 100 generations. In Parallel Coordinates it
is straightforward to compare the range of values plotted along the
first and last axis. However, this representation does not provide
information about how these values varies from one generation to
another. This task is easily solved with our technique by unfold-
ing the glyphs and by bringing the two desired glyphs next to each
other (see Figure 16). In combination with the interactive ring ruler
and with rotations in any of the three dimensions, the variation of
these two attributes can be easily compared, noticing a dependence
between number of flowers and fitness (the two Star Glyphs in front
in Figure 16).

Figure 16: Task 1: Comparison of a sequence of data values using
repositioned Star Glyphs.

In the second task, it has to be determined how much the aspect
of the bush changed for plants having a fitness factor between 70%–
80% of the highest fitness. First, to visually select the desired items,
we apply the rainbow scale with 10 steps to the whole set of poly-
lines, having the values of last dimension as a criterion for choosing
the color. Thus, each distinct color of the color scale coresponds to
a range of 10% of the maximum fitness. Therefore, the task requires
to select the polylines that have a color corresponding to the third
sector of the color scale (green). Because the lines are too close to
each other, an accurate selection of only the desired items is very
difficult. Using the EPSLENS we can expand the space between
those lines and then brush only the green ones (see Figure 17(a)).
The unselected polylines can be either made invisible (as in the Fig-
ure) or rotated to the bottom of the screen to keep them available for
further tasks. By choosing to keep only the selected data items we
can completly unfold the glyphs formed with the remaining items
(see Figure 17(b)). The glyphs corresponding to width and height
have similar shape (second and third from left), even if at different

sizes. That means the variation of these two attributes was simi-
lar. However, the glyph corresponding to depth (fourth from left)
has peaks where the other two have local minimums. This means
that for the generations where the width was small the height was
small as well while the depth was increased. Thus, the bushes tried
to compensate their dimensions which lead to maintaining a fairly
constant fitness and volume.

(a) Data items selected with help of
color scale.

(b) Unfolded selected set of data
items.

Figure 17: Task 2: examination of a selected subset of the data.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced Parallel Glyphs which are a three-
dimensional extension of Parallel Coordinates integrated with Star
Glyphs. Our work demonstrates that Parallel Coordinates and Star
Glyphs are not only closely related and in the same family of visu-
alizations but that they are, in fact, orthogonal to each other. We
showed that the traditional view of Parallel Coordinates—objects
over dimensions—leads to one of two versions of Star Glyphs—
one glyph representing all values for one dimension. The other
version of Star Glyphs—one glyph representing the values of one
data object—can be derived from a second version of Parallel Coor-
dinates in which dimensions are plotted over objects.

We have enriched the new 3D visualization by applying color
scales as textures to the 3D Star Glyphs to support the task of com-
paring spatially separated glyphs. We discussed both uniform and
stepped color scales and compared their merits. We also showed
how these color scales can lead to coloring the data items’ poly-
lines in order to identify trends and support brush-selection. To
further support visualization tasks we discussed various interaction
possibilities. In addition to well-known techniques for 2D Parallel
Coordinates, the unfolding of 2D Parallel Coordinates into the new
3D representation, and 3D transformations such as rotation around
coordinate axes we introduced a ring ruler interaction that enables
determining even small differences between Star Glyphs. Further-
more, we discussed the newly possible data item rearrangement that
now enables users to directly compare selected data items with each
other without loosing the context of the rest of the data set. Finally,
we discussed enhancements to interactions that are applied to the
traditional 2D Parallel Coordinates visualization such as lens tech-
niques for focus + context data exploration.

In the future we will examine the limits for the supported size
of data set for the technique to be usable. In addition, we envision
adding shading and other 3D rendering techniques to improve the
visualization technique. Also, we will explore 3D shape analysis
methods to extract more information from the data set and research
automatic reordering of data items.
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